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4G Capital is proud to be a certified B-Corp.

About B Corps

Certified B Corporations are businesses that meet the highest standards of verified 
social and environmental performance, public transparency, and legal 
accountability to balance profit and purpose

B Corps form a community of leaders and drive a global movement of people 
using business as a force for good. The values and aspirations of the B Corp 
community are embedded in the B Corp Declaration of Interdependence.

B Corp Certification doesn’t just evaluate a product or service; it assesses the 
overall positive impact of the company that stands behind it. 

Certified B Corporations achieve a minimum verified score on the B Impact 
Assessment—a rigorous assessment of a company’s impact on its workers, 
customers, community, and environment.

4G Capital is the highest scoring B-Corp Credit Provider in the African Continent.



SDG’s - 4G Capital's contribution on the 
Global Goals and Industry Benchmarks from B 
Corp

As part of the B-
Corp offering, we 
are able to use 
their specially 
designed tool, 
“The SDG Action 
Manager” to 
thoroughly  assess 
our contribution 
towards our 
chosen Social 
Development 
Goals. 

Here are our 
results and the 
industry 
benchmarks 
collected by 
B Lab. 

These 
benchmarks show 
that 4G Capital 
has attained more 
than double the B-
Corp scores for 
our four  chosen 
SDG’s than any 
other B-Corps of 
the same size 
range across all 
sectors globally.



RefuSHE Partnership 2019 & 2021
RefuSHE, a non-profit organization operating in Nairobi is the first organization 
in Kenya devoted to protecting unaccompanied and separated refugee 
children and youth, with a special focus in supporting women and girls aged 
13 to 23 years old from Somalia, Ethiopia, DR Congo, Sudan, Rwanda, and 
Burundi. They provide shelter, education, vocational training, case 
management support, and advocacy to participants and their children who 
have experienced the detrimental effects of war, the loss of their families, and, 
in many cases, kidnapping, rape, trafficking, unlawful detainment, and torture. 

4G Capital initiated a program with RefuSHE to deliver business training and 
mentorship to the Girls’ Empowerment Project (GEP). It provided access for 
young female refugees to education and livelihood opportunities, learning 
about their human rights, while cultivating leadership skills. The partnership 
began by welcoming the girls to a 4G Capital branch where they were 
trained on basic business principles, book keeping and responsible 
management of working capital. RefuSHE’s girls then took part in a Business 
Plan Competition, where successful participants received internships with 
successful female entrepreneurs, all customers of 4G Capital. This initiative, 
aimed at providing once highly vulnerable young women with skills to run a 
successful business, has allowed them to become part of a community and 
build a new life. All participants are now successfully running their own 
businesses.  In 2021 we will be launching a new and much bigger project in 
the same vein.

Denise and Joanina
Denise and her mentor Joanina hard at 
work knitting school jumpers to sell at 
Joanina’s shop. Denise has gained a lot 
from her internship. Joanina has gained 
business skills from her training with 4G 
Capital which she has passed on to 
Denise. Denise vows to stay in touch with 
Joanina and the two ladies have bonded 
and formed a strong friendship which 
they say will continue for years to come.

UNHCR Special Envoy Angelina Jolie visited 
and supported the RefuSHE pioneering fashion 
show in support of refugee artisans in 2018 
where she met a number of girls who went on 
to become mentees on our programme.



Celebrating One Million Loans
Christmas 2020

Elizabeth operates a wine and spirit shop at 
Kapsabet town, Kenya. Before joining 4G 
Capital Elizabeth was facing a challenge in 
restocking her business.  She didn’t have 
enough capital to stock all the brands that 
her customers were requesting. The business 
income was low.  She could not afford to 
borrow from the bank and she didn’t have 
any savings. 4G Capital brought a perfect 
solution to her financial challenge and she 
was able to access capital to boost her 
business. Elizabeth was able to purchase 
more stock of different brands to meet her 
customer’s demands.

Elizabeth’s business income has improved 
tremendously since she joined 4G capital. 
She now makes $500 to $750 in a month, 
she is able to cater for expenses and to 
make savings. 

4G Capital UPIA loans are instant and 
reliable. With this financial support and 4G 
Capital’s business training Elizabeth is able 
to set practical goals and account for her 
sales. Elizabeth’s business is now growing 
and she is able to access higher loans.  
Working with 4G Capital, Elizabeth is  
unlocking her business potential.

Elizabeth was the recipient of 4G Capital’s 1 
millionth loan.  To celebrate this important 
milestone we surprised Elizabeth with a 
special ‘thank you’ gift:  a new glass-fronted 
fridge to display the drinks that she sells.



Mastercard Partnership
NxtGen Covid Relief Partnership

Traditional scaling options - rolling out new locations and onboarding new 
distribution partners - was severely constrained by the lockdown of 2020. 4G 
Capital was nonetheless able to scale and assist an additional 31,798 
distressed businesses with COVID relief loans and grants in partnership with the 
Mastercard Foundation Covid Relief and Reconstruction Programme 
(CRRP). 4G Capital was chosen as the fund manager and disbursement 
partner for the programme because of its industry leading impact and client 
success approach to financial inclusion. Recipients were sourced through 
partner NGOs TechnoServe and Grassroots Business Fund to prevent 
businesses with severe cashflow constraints from going under during the 
crisis. The programme has successfully disbursed almost $9m USD to 31,798 
small businesses since inception in mid 2020.



Client Success Case Study

Customer Name:  MARGARET MUTHONI TERESIAH, 

Margaret joined 4G capital in April  2018 with a loan amount of Ksh.10,000 
($100). She is now on her 41st loan and her loan affordability has risen to Ksh
30,000 ($300) demonstrating the growth of her business over the last 3 years. 

Margaret operates a clothes boutique.  Initially she started with just a few 
clothes on display and was not attracting the customer numbers she 
anticipated. 

Although Margaret had a clear picture of what she needed to make the 
business work, she was strained financially.  She approached 4G Capital 
and inquired about the UPIA product.  Margaret was pleased with the terms 
and after a training session was onboarded, with funds disbursed in 24 hours.  
Margaret used the first loan to stock her business with a new line of kids 
second hand clothes - an immediate hit with her clients!

Today Margaret stocks both new and second hand clothes as a result of the 
bespoke business training from her 4G Capital relationship managers.  She 
plans to expand her business soon and stock new shoes, ladies handbags 
and curtains.  Her focus and determination to grow her business has been 
amazing.  A glance at her shop will clear any doubts of her potential to 
build a more fulfilling future for herself and her family.

Margaret is a loyal and contented 4G Capital client and has brought many 
fellow entrepreneurs to us with her positive recommendations.

“4G CAPITAL HAS BEEN PART OF MY GROWTH, THUMBS UP!”



Food Distribution
4G Capital have provided 
food packages to 330 
customers who are most 
affected by the enforced 
market closures. These 
packages have been 
distributed across Kenya. To 
avoid a security situation 
similar to that in Kibera at 
the beginning of April, our 
customers were invited to 
the branches to collect the 
packages and free 
government regulation 
face masks.

Client Face Fask
Collaboration

Francis is 31 and 
operates a tailoring 

shop at Banana.  
Since becoming a 

client Francis’ 
business has grown 

and he says 4G 
Capital has been like 

family to him.
Francis is hopeful that 

this pandemic will 
soon end.  Business 

has been bad as 
most of his clients 
have closed. 4G 

Capital has 
contracted Frances 

to produce face 
masks, thereby 

promoting his 
business and 

protecting our 
employees and 

clients .  

Dear C lient, serve your 

customers during Corona! 

Provide hand washing 

facilities at your business to 

promote clean liness, improve 

customer care and attract 

more people to your shop. 

4G Capital is with you, 4 

Growth, 4 Good.

Business Training
We have launched a 
training programme 
designed to help our 
customers to keep 
their businesses safe 
during Covid. 
Information is sent via 
ia Call Centre, Social 
media content and 
SMS blasts. 

Price drop and Penalty Fee Waiver for all Clients.
To lessen the strain on our customers, 4G Capital has discounted it’s flagship 
product by 10% and waived all late fees for the pandemic duration. As per our 
usual “Bad Luck Customer” (BLC) policy; if Clients are unable to repay their loan 
on day 30 due to a Bad Luck event, no penalty fees will be charged and no 
further interest accrued.   All clients have been automatically categorised 
“BLC” and are being rehabilitated supportively by our on-ground teams.

Safe Hands Kenya
4G Capital was proud to be a part of Safe Hands 
Kenya, a mission-driven alliance of Kenyan 
companies, has mobilised to rapidly manufacture 
and distribute hand sanitiser, soap, surface 
disinfectants and face masks to all Kenyans – for 
free. We have simultaneously launched a massive 
consumer education campaign to drive 
behaviour change around adoption and 
maximise public health benefits. This is branded 
#TibaNiSisi (“We are the cure” in Kiswahili).

Client Success Activity During the Covid 19 
Pandemic in 2020.



4G Capital can measure Client’s business 
growth over time using a rich data set 
analysis.

A quick look at the data results from the on-site business affordability 
assessments conducted by our staff in the field shows an average growth 
from an Average Loan Value (ALV) of 9k to 38k over 21 loans.  

Because we so carefully assess the business growth between loan 
increments it is clear to see the correlation between working capital plus 
business training and enterprise growth for our loyal repeat clients.



Debt Stress Early Warning System
Developing a market monitoring system
PROJECT OVERVIEW

4G Capital is working with CGAP and SPTF to develop a client debt stress early 
warning system for digital financial service providers.

Stress Indicators.  The aim of the project is to develop a Client Stress Early Warning 
System (EWS) for 4G Capital to use as part of our portfolio management, enabling 
an early response to clients experiencing financial stress and thus reducing the risk 
of over-indebtedness. The project aims to identify a small number of client stress 
indicators, that will identify low, moderate and severe stress.  These indicators must 
be robust, valid and reliable, and can be collected remotely (or potentially in 
person) with minimal effort to support subsequent scalability.

Linkage with existing data.  Subsequent analysis aims to link client stress indicators 
to data held in our own database(portfolio/transactional/administrative data). The 
aim here is to determine whether this data could be used as a proxy for (some or 
all) data collected directly from clients, leading to the most streamlined information 
system possible requiring the minimum in terms of additional data collection.

Correlation.  A third step will be to link these lead indicators of client stress to actual 
portfolio indicators of consumer credit risk or indebtedness (e.g. default,  
delinquency and drop-out.  

Developing a market monitoring system

CGAPs’ Customer Protection & Value Project undertakes research and proposes 
tools and solutions that can be applied by regulators and financial service 
providers to achieve better outcomes for poor customers using digital financial 
services.  This project will contribute to CGAP’s efforts to develop a market 
monitoring toolkit that describes purposes, methodologies, and implementation 
challenges and opportunities, for a range of market monitoring tools. Once the 
EWS has been defined for 4G Capital these results will be presented and discussed 
with market actors in Kenya, such as FSD Kenya and regulators (Central Bank of 
Kenya and the Competition and Markets Authority), to explore opportunities and 
mechanisms to apply the piloted system at a market level in Kenya.  

It is intended to share the project findings with the wider industry forums once 
findings have been quantified to assist in prevention of over-indebtedness across 
the sector.



4G Capital is a proud partner of The Kenya Business and Disability 
Network (KBDN), the Federation of Kenya Employers’ initiative, with 
support from the International Labour Organization (ILO), to increase 
disability inclusion in the private sector. 

It is modeled on the ILO Global Business and Disability Network and aims 
to support employers in Kenya as they seek to improve employment 
opportunities for the less-abled.  

4G Capital currently has 9 employees with disabilities across most 
departments and give regular training to all staff on our strict support 
policy on diversity and inclusion.  We are working to increase our number 
of staff with disabilities and will soon move premises to provide better 
access for those with restricted mobility.

Disability Inclusion partnership with KBDN

Dennis Nyariki from National Council for 
Persons with Disabilities delivering 
training to our workforce on working 
with disability, inclusion and support to 
colleagues with special needs.  Dennis 
has been blind since birth and is 
currently studying for his PHD in Nairobi.  
He was able to offer first hand 
experience of life in Kenya for someone 
living with a disability.



We regularly organize Market Clean Ups as part of our commitment to our 
clients, the environment and our SDG Stretch Goals.  Our Relationship 
Management teams engaging with our clients to plan a day of cleaning in 
the markets where we operate.

What began as a CSR activity has proven valuable as ‘below the line’ 
marketing.  Our clients greatly appreciate the efforts of our teams and the 
events are always followed by an increased interest in 4G Capital.  

A surge in new customers are an added bonus to what is always a fun and 
worthwhile day. A tidy market is a happy market!

Market Clean Ups




